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[DTIC QUALITY INSPECTED]
This paper examines the Camp David Accords as a model for a Syrian/Israeli peace agreement and the potential role of the United States in the peace process between Syria and Israel. Using the Camp David Accords as a successful model for American diplomacy in Middle East peace processes, it examines the principles that underpinned the Camp David Accords for their application to the current Israeli-Syrian peace process. The role of American political, economic and military support in the Camp David Accords is explored with a vision of how that model could be applied to the current situation between Israel and Syria. It includes an examination of the conditions under which United States forces could be successfully employed in the Golan Heights overseeing and implementing a Syrian-Israeli peace agreement. Using the paradigm of the Camp David Accords as an example of the successful use of US elements of national power, it pursues the potential for the United States to promote confidence and security between the two countries and improve the overall chance of success in the process.
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The Camp David Accords: A Model for a Syrian/Israeli Peace Agreement

The Middle East is an area in which the United States has a vital interest. The maintenance of peace in that area, which has so frequently seen disturbances in the past, is of significance to the world as a whole. Franklin Delano Roosevelt, March 1944

The Middle East has long been an area of strategic importance to the United States. Today, with the United States and the world economies relying on the free flow of oil from this part of the world, America remains engaged and committed to promoting peace, stability, and security in the region. While these are elusive goals in an area historically known for strife and war, they are attainable as evidenced by the success of various diplomatic and peace agreements that have endured to change the face of conflict in the area in the past twenty years. Indeed, since the end of the second Gulf War in 1991 and the follow on peace conference in Madrid, the momentum for peace in the region is encouraging.

In terms of peace agreements in the Middle East, the Camp David Accords stand out because of their durability and their impact on the nature of the conflict between Israel and its neighbors. The Camp David Accords, brokered by the Carter Administration and signed by Egypt and Israel on March 26, 1979, significantly altered the course of one of the longest and costliest conflicts in the region, the Arab-Israeli conflict. Peace between Egypt, the most populous and militarily capable Arab neighbor, and Israel virtually eliminated the possibility of another war between Israel and its border Arab countries. Careful examination of the Camp David Accords negotiating process combined with an understanding of the political, economic, and military arrangements that established the foundation of this successful agreement could provide a model worthy of consideration for achieving peace between Israel and Syria.
United States Interests in the Middle East

What exactly are the United States interests in the Middle East and why are they important? First, the United States is engaged in promoting peace and stability throughout the world with a commitment to stable international order and basic human rights for all people. In a region of the world where so few democratic institutions exist, and conflict has become a way of life for some, the leadership of the United States will be crucial to fostering democratic processes and challenging the abuses of human rights. To assist in establishing a stable and peaceful environment, an enduring and comprehensive peace between Israel and its neighbors is a cornerstone for United States foreign policy.

Second, and some would argue most importantly, the United States is committed to ensuring the “free flow of oil (from the Middle East) at reasonable prices” to protect both the United States’ and the world economies. The Middle East contains approximately two thirds of the world’s proven and probable reserves of oil and is, therefore, critical to the health of the world economies. Any conflict in the region threatens the unencumbered access to this vital energy source and makes the promotion of peace and stability all the more important. Threats to energy supplies by Iran, Iraq, and Libya and on-going tensions between Syria, the Palestinians, and Israel all serve to destabilize and undermine the world economies and threaten access to the region’s oil supplies.

Finally, America is committed to the security and well being of the state of Israel. America’s special relationship with Israel began in 1948 with the early diplomatic recognition by the United States of the founding of Israel as a nation. Since then, the American commitment to the defense and security of Israel has been well established. Today, the United States commits
approximately $5.6 billion annually to the economic and military security of Israel. Of that amount, approximately $3.5 billion dollars is committed to military and economic assistance while the remaining $2 billion is provided in grants and loans.\textsuperscript{5} The special relationship between the United States and Israel is built on America’s strong cultural and religious ties to the Jewish community and the political strength of the Israeli lobby in Washington.\textsuperscript{6} Israel enjoys a unique status among America’s allies and President Clinton reconfirmed the strength of that relationship and commitment in the annual National Security Strategy for the United States when he said, “The United States has an enduring interests in .... ensuring the security and well being of Israel...”.\textsuperscript{7} Ideologically, economically, and politically, the United States is committed to the long term peace, stability, and security of the Middle East and that security is inextricably tied to the peace and stability of Israel and its neighbors.\textsuperscript{8}

Given these strong security and special interests, the United States is committed to the peace process in the region. Israel accepts the American role as arbitrator based on the strong relationship it enjoys economically, politically, and militarily with the United States. The Arabs, while noting the apparent disparities in the United States’ relationship to Israel and some of its other Arab allies in the region, still see the United States as the most honest and capable arbiter in this dispute. The United States does not come with the colonial baggage of many of the European countries and this permits it a degree of credibility in dealing with this issue other western nations are incapable of.
The Basis of Success for the Camp David Accords

Careful examination of the principles and procedures that established the foundation for the success of the Camp David Accords is revealing and relevant to the region today. As President Carter and his administration addressed the thorny issue of peace between Israel and Egypt in 1977, they approached the process by establishing a broad set of principles that became the framework upon which each party agreed prior to conducting substantive and direct negotiations. The process of constructing a peace agreement necessarily involved direct consultation between Israel and Egypt and was followed by a phased implementation of the plan. The Camp David Accords that were signed by both parties and the United States. In addition to being the middleman to moderate the negotiations, it also fell to the United States to provide significant diplomatic, economic, and military resources to execute and monitor the agreement.

There were five general principles that laid the foundation for the Camp David Accords: 1) pursuit of a comprehensive peace for Israel and its Arab neighbors, 2) reliance on United Nations Resolutions 242 and 338 as the basis for negotiations, 3) establishment of normal diplomatic relations between the two countries, 4) defining Egyptian and Israeli borders and establishing a phased withdrawal schedule from the Sinai, and 5) addressing the issue of Palestinian rights. Each party agreed to these five principles prior to direct negotiations and they formed the basis for the eventual agreement between Israel and Egypt. In the end, only two of these five principles were actually fully implemented in the spirit in which they were proposed. The implementation of the remaining principles met with limited success.
Egypt and Israel did establish normal diplomatic relations and the Sinai was returned as agreed on through phased withdrawals of Israeli forces. The other three principles remain open and are part of the larger issue of peace and stability between Israel and its neighbors. A comprehensive peace with all Arab countries, and in particular those bordering Israel, and the issue of Palestinian rights are directly tied to the implementation of United Nations Resolutions 242 and 338. These issues, while politically important to Egypt in its attempt to maintain its relations with the other Arab countries in the Middle East, were beyond the capabilities of Presidents Carter and Sadat and Prime Minister Begin to negotiate. In fact, what became clear from these negotiations and subsequent developments in the region is that successful bilateral agreements, such as the Camp David Accords, the Israeli-Syrian Disengagement Agreement on the Golan Heights, and the 1994 peace agreement between Israel and Jordan, are much more likely to succeed than any attempts at a single major comprehensive peace agreement involving large numbers of direct participants from the region. Peace with Israel is so sensitive and complicated, from a political perspective, that bilateral negotiations provide the best opportunity to address specific issues with each participant and resolve disputes on those issues without direct ties to other countries' political interests.

From a bilateral agreement with Israel, President Sadat achieved his objectives of recovering lost Egyptian territory, ending Egypt’s military confrontation with Israel, and securing significant economic and military assistance from the United States. Likewise, Prime Minister Begin promoted the security of Israel by inaugurating a peace agreement and normalizing relations with a major adversary. Even though Egypt and Israel were not completely successful in achieving all the goals established within the negotiating framework, it provided a
much needed foundation for an ultimately successful negotiation process between the two
countries. These same principles remain a sound basis for future negotiations between Israel and
Syria. The disputes over land, security and a comprehensive peace with normal relations remain
central to resolving other ongoing disputes in the Golan, the West Bank, Gaza, and southern
Lebanon, and are central to the issue of a Palestinian state.

The United States’ role as a mediator in this process helped to form the framework
principles for the Camp David Accords and was essential in implementing the final agreements.
Clearly, President Carter’s personal involvement was indispensable to the final signing of an
agreement between the two countries.\textsuperscript{12} His personal involvement in the talks lent focus to the
objective of a formal peace agreement, provided the credibility of Unites States resolve in
supporting the accords, and forced both parties to approach these talks with the serious resolve
and commitment necessary for establishing peace in the region. Ultimately, the United States’
role in implementing the final agreement would require substantial American diplomatic,
-economic, and military commitments.

**United States Economic and Military Commitments to the Camp David Accords**

The Camp David Accords included the basic text of the final agreement, three annexes
dealing with security arrangements, maps, and seven interpretive notes attached to the basic
documents. Other separate letters were sent between Sadat, Begin, and Carter concerning the
negotiations on the West Bank and Gaza.\textsuperscript{13} Within these documents, the United States
committed itself economically and militarily to the support of the peace agreement.
Diplomatically, the United States committed to the support of both Egypt and Israel in their bold
bid for peace by counteracting the political and economic boycott of the Arab League against both countries. The United States’ support at the United Nations, the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund provided the political and economic support necessary for the maturing and implementation of the agreement in an environment conducive to its success.

Secretary of State Cyrus Vance and Secretary of Defense Harold Brown signed memorandums of agreement with their counterparts in Israel and Egypt guaranteeing them of the United States’ economic and military support. For Israel, the United States resolved to put its full weight behind the security of Israel in the event the agreement failed. This included reaffirming previous security commitments and a resolution to supply Israel with oil should they prematurely lose access to the oil fields in the Sinai. The United States also committed $3 billion in aid annually for military construction, grants, and weapons systems sales to Israel. This commitment continues today at approximately the same level through the United States Security Assistance Program.

Similar arrangements were made with Egypt for economic and military assistance from the United States, but at different levels of funding. The United States initially pledged $1.5 billion in aid over a three year period and provided a list of military equipment that Egypt would be allowed to purchase. The Security Assistance Program currently funds Egypt at $2.1 billion annually.

The most significant commitment of United States resources came in terms of personnel dedicated to the Multinational Forces and Observers (MFO) contingent for overseeing the implementation of the Camp David Accords. After the United Nations proved unwilling to organize a peacekeeping force to monitor the agreement, the United States, along with nine other
nations, organized the Multinational Force and Observers contingent of approximately 2,700 personnel to help monitor and verify the Camp David Accords implementation in the Sinai. Confirming American resolve to the success of the agreement, the United States contributes approximately 1,000 soldiers and civilians to the Multinational Force and Observers, provides the director general for the force, and funds about $50 million annually in its operating expenses. As a result of this commitment, the American presence in the region provides both Israel and Egypt with an added measure of confidence in the United States' resolve and commitment to the agreements, and provides a critical stabilizing force in the peace process.

The Camp David Accords: A Model for the Syrian-Israeli Dispute

Much as the Egyptians and the Israelis struggled for peace, the Syrians and Israelis are also trying to reconcile differences to bring about peace between their two countries. The process and results will be no less complicated or deliberate than that of the Camp David Accords. The key issues of the Camp David Accords, the return of land acquired by war, military and economic security and stability for the two countries, and a comprehensive peace that addresses third party interests are also the key issues involved in ending this conflict. Since the issues are substantively the same between Israel and Syria as they were between Israel and Egypt, the principles that laid the foundation of the Camp David Accords provide a logical starting point for addressing this problem.

The five principles that established the foundation of the Camp David Accords could be modified as follows to apply to the Syrian and Israeli problem; 1) pursuit of a comprehensive peace for Israel, Syria, and Lebanon 2) reliance on United Nations Resolutions 242 and 338 as
the basis for negotiations, 3) establishment of normal diplomatic relations between the two countries, 4) defining a Syrian and Israeli border and establishing a phased withdrawal schedule, and 5) addressing the issue of all displaced people as a result of the war and peace between Israel and Syria. Of these principles, the return of land acquired by war, is central to the issue of negotiations between the two countries and settlement of this dispute.

Syria: The Land Issue

In addressing the question of the return of the Golan to Syria, the salient issues of the five principles for peace negotiations revolve around the implementing United Nation Resolutions 242 and 338 and the establishing normal diplomatic relations between Israel and Syria. United Nation resolution 242 states that land acquired through war must be returned. In fact, that has been Syria’s unrelenting demand since the cessation of open hostilities in 1974. In order for Israel to concede the return of all of the strategically important Golan, there would need to be the assurance of peace and normalizing of relations that only a formally signed agreement could bring. Peace for land, as was the case between Egypt and Israel in 1979, remains the sine qua non in resolving this dispute too.

The Egyptian and Israeli peace agreement that ended in the return of the Sinai to Egyptian sovereignty set a benchmark precedent in the Arab states’ negotiations with Israel. It demonstrated the viability of the concept of land for peace, and it established an expectation that all land lost in war could be returned through a diplomatic process. Clearly, this has been the Syrian expectation on negotiations as evidenced by the opening statements of Foreign Minister Farouq al-Shara at the Madrid Peace Conference in October, 1991 when he unequivocally stated,
“Every inch of land which was occupied by Israel in war and by force—the Golan, the West Bank, Jerusalem, and the Gaza Strip—must be restored to its legitimate owners.”

This position reinforces President Hafaz al-Assad’s remarks on peace with Israel as far back as 1977 when he indicated three points were necessary to proceed with peace; the return of occupied territories from the 1967 War, the rights of the Palestinian people to their own state, and the termination of the state of war. All of these three points have moved forward significantly, if slowly, since 1977. The return of occupied territories from the Sinai to the West Bank is under way. The movement toward a Palestinian state is proceeding today as a result of the Oslo Agreements, albeit with some difficulty. The cessation of extended open warfare with Israel and its border neighbors ended with Israel’s partial withdrawal from Lebanon in 1985. For peace to move forward with the Israelis and the Syrians, the return of the Golan to Syria will need to be assured.

Debate on Israel’s capability to return the Golan and maintain its security requirements is still passionately discussed both in Israel and abroad. Clear evidence of Israel’s understanding of the requirement to negotiate the return of the Golan can be found in statements by former Prime Minister, Yitzhaq Rabin, who said, “I believe the public wants peace, and whoever says that we can reach peace while preserving the entire Golan Heights or most of it is simply lying.” Former United States Ambassador to Israel and Syria, Edward Djerejian, recently reiterated this point to Prime Minister Netanyahu after returning from a visit with Syrian President Hafaz al-Assad and bringing the message that the fundamental issue is an agreement on the return of the Golan. The Israeli withdrawal from the Golan, the principle of land for peace, remains the starting point for serious negotiation with the Syrians.
The willingness and the understanding of the need to negotiate land for peace is present within the Israeli government and public. The return of the Golan is always possible, but the politics of the government in charge in Israel will inevitably play a decisive role in the outcome. While the return of Syrian land is the starting point for negotiations with the Syrians, the security of Israel is the focus of all negotiations with that government. The potential dangers posed by Syria coupled with the tactically decisive position of the Golan Heights gives this terrain more significance to the overall security of Israel than the return of the Sinai did in the Camp David Accords.

Israel: The Security Issue

Just as the return of the Golan is the essential part of the peace equation for Syria, security is the essential part of the equation for Israel. The various elements of the security issue, from Israel's perspective, were discussed with President Assad in April 1994 when Secretary of State Warren Christopher carried a detailed Israeli proposal concerning the return of the Golan to him. This proposal contained six principal points that formed the basis for Israeli security concerns in the Golan. These concerns are: 1) early warning stations, 2) a demilitarized zone, 3) phased withdrawal, 4) foreign peace keeping forces, 5) water rights, and 6) a timeline for establishing normal peaceful relations between the two countries. Phased withdrawal, foreign peace keeping forces, and a timeline for establishing normal peaceful relations between the two countries are more closely related to the mechanics of the implementation of a peace agreement. The remaining three, early warning, demilitarization and water rights, are significant security issues for one or both parties.
Syria’s security concerns parallel Israel’s, but there are differences based on the geographic conditions of each country. For Syria, the issues of early warning and demilitarization are key to their security concerns. The early warning requirement relates directly to the lack of strategic depth of each country in relation to the other. The Golan, though a relatively small plateau (twenty-five kilometers at its widest point) provides both sides the ability to monitor military activities in the surrounding countries, including areas of Syria, Israel, southern Lebanon, and Jordan. In addition to monitoring and providing early warning in the event of hostilities, forces present on the Golan can easily engage targets directly and indirectly in both countries. Before the 1967 war, Syria used the Golan to shell Israeli settlements in the Huleh Valley below. From positions currently occupied by Israel in the Golan, they can monitor Syrian military movements on the Damascus plain and range the Syrian capital just fifty kilometers away.\textsuperscript{26}

The concern by the Israelis for demilitarization of the Golan stems from the fact that Syria permanently deploys approximately fifty percent of its standing ground forces (five to six divisions) between Damascus and the Golan. Israel stations only one reinforced division in the Golan and relies on the advantages of the defensive terrain and the ability to mobilize several reserve divisions in the event of hostilities.\textsuperscript{27} The loss of the defensive positions in the Golan without some agreement for demilitarization would offer Syria a significant military advantage in placing a larger force in a dominant tactical position.

The presence of an armor heavy Israeli force in the Golan with an offensive doctrine that emphasizes preemption is also threatening from the Syrian perspective. Syria is concerned not only with Israel’s ability to launch an attack that could quickly reach its capital, but with other
security concerns with Iraq and Turkey. Additionally, the Syrian military is a strong pillar of support in the Assad regime that he will be unlikely to weaken. Demilitarization will be an issue that will not be solved by the reduction of forces on each side, but will be decided on where those forces are physically stationed in Syria and Israel.

The issue of water rights is also pertinent to security concerns. The management and sharing of the water sources in the Golan directly affects significant portion of the water needs of Israel. Water sources from the Golan contribute up to a third of the total water supplied to the Sea of Galilee which is Israel's national water reservoir. Any diversion, pollution, or abuse of the source waters in the Golan could have serious consequences for the entire country of Israel and would almost certainly lead to conflict. In resolving this issue, Syrian sovereignty in the Golan will need to accommodate the physical realities of water management that takes into consideration all the downstream consumers such as Israel, Jordan, and the West Bank. Failure to reach an agreement on this issue could cause collapse of the entire process.

**Lebanon and the Issue of a Comprehensive Peace**

The issue of a comprehensive peace for Israel and its neighbors has traditionally been linked to a resolution of the Palestinian issue. As a result of the bilateral peace agreements between Israel and Egypt in 1979, the Palestinian Liberation Organization and Israel at Oslo in 1993, and Israel and Jordan in 1994, the concept of a comprehensive peace as part of the overall peace process has lost much of its early significance. In the case of Syria, however, there remains the issue of Lebanon and the strong influence Syria exerts on this country and its politics.
Syria currently stations about 35,000 troops in Lebanon, most in the Bekaa Valley as a counterbalance to Israeli positions in southern Lebanon. In the traditional struggle for leadership and power in the Fertile Crescent between Damascus, Cairo, Baghdad and Tehran, Syria has sought to influence the events of the Levant and, more specifically, those in Lebanon. In 1987, Syria deployed its forces into Lebanon to quell the anarchy and fighting between the Shi’a Amal militia and the Druze. Since then, Syria has used its military and political influence to strengthen its position in Lebanon and shape the political landscape of the country. In October 1989 at an Arab summit in Ta’if, Saudi Arabia, Syria strengthened its political control through the affirmation by the participants of the principle of “preferential relations” between Beirut and Damascus. The dependent Lebanese relationship with Syria was strengthened again in May 1991 when the two presidents signed a “friendship, cooperation, and coordination agreement.” That agreement legitimized a long term Syrian military presence in Lebanon and granted Syria senior status in the security, economic and political affairs of the Lebanese government.

Israel currently occupies a self-declared security zone in southern Lebanon to thwart continued terrorist excursions into northern Israel. Though Israel has always indicated its willingness to withdraw from all of Lebanon, it will only do so under conditions that ensure its security and freedom from continued attacks by the Iranian backed Hizbullah. Because of the significant military and political influence that Syria wields in Lebanon, any agreements on Lebanon will be clearly linked to an overall agreement between Israel and Syria.

The United States Role in the Peace Process

The Camp David Accords provide an excellent example of the critical role the United States can play in bringing peace to this region. President Carter and his administration took a
deliberate, meticulous, and dedicated approach to facilitating this peace agreement. The five principals for peace were developed and agreed on by both parties with American diplomats providing the needed facilitation to keep the process focused and advancing. President Carter's decision to concentrate on the issue of Middle East peace early in his presidency and then to provide his leadership at the critical stage were key in resolving the dispute between Israel and Egypt. No small amount of credit can be given to President Carter himself and his personal involvement with the heads of state from Israel and Egypt. The Syrian and Israeli issue will be no less demanding of United States' commitment and leadership.

Since the Madrid conference in 1991, the American commitment to the peace process has not been as even handed and focused as it was with President Carter and the Camp David Accords. The Clinton administration seems to vacillate on the issue of the peace process with the Secretary of State's shuttle diplomacy ebbing and flowing with the issues and politics of the moment within Israel and Syria.31 The timelines agreed to at the Oslo Conference between the Palestinian Authority and Israel are currently forcing the administration to focus on unresolved issues or risk losing the momentum needed to progress to the final stage of this peace agreement.

Given the critical role the United States plays in focusing and leading the negotiating process, the current situation between Israel and Syria or Israel and the Palestinian Authority will require more than shuttling messages between the various parties. Indeed, a focused commitment by the administration with the president's personal involvement at the critical stages is essential to the success of this peace process. Peace will only come with a serious dedication and focus by all parties involved. The same commitment demonstrated by the United States
Future United States Support of an Israeli-Syrian Peace Agreement

When Israel and Syria arrive at a peace agreement, what will be the United States role in supporting that agreement to ensure its success? Based on the previous analysis of the key issues of such an agreement and the precedents established by the Camp David Accords, the United States can expect to be involved in several aspects of this peace agreement. There will be political and economic questions and there will be the issue of United States military forces implementing the agreement on the ground.

Politically, the United States will need to remain engaged in the implementation of the agreement with the end state being the normalization of relationships between the two countries. The United States will necessarily need to strengthen its ties to both Syria and Israel as well as help the two countries build their own relationships and foster an environment of cooperation and trust. This will be no small task. The psychological mind set of the people of two countries so long in a state of war will require much effort to overcome their reluctance to work and live together in peace. The process of normalization will be lengthy, but necessary to ensure a lasting peace. In order to avoid a "cold peace" like the one that developed after the Egyptian-Israeli peace agreement, the United States should closely monitor the economic and diplomatic activities between the two countries applying political and economic incentives to ensure progress in this area.  
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The economic aspect of the peace will provide a "carrot and a stick" to both parties for carrying out the letter and the spirit of the terms of the peace agreement. The peace agreement itself may stipulate levels of United States financial assistance for both countries as it did in the Camp David Accords. Other direct United States assistance or indirect influence by the United States on key financial institutions, such as the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund, will also play a role in the economic development of Syria and Israel in their bid to implement a peace agreement. The United States Agency for International Development, which administers the Economic Support Fund, provides financial assistance for countries in the Middle East to build on the peace process. This fund also supports the Middle East Development Bank which is focused on strengthening the economic foundations essential to a lasting peace in the Middle East for countries like Egypt, Israel, Jordan and the Palestinian Authority. The United States will contribute $52 million of the Economic Support Fund to the Middle East Development Bank in fiscal year 1998. Syria could expect to draw upon this institution as part of peace agreement with Israel.  

Another area of United States economic influence is in the Debt Reduction Program. Israel has already benefited significantly from this program over the years. As a result of Jordan's peace agreement with Israel, the Clinton Administration is requesting a $12 million debt reduction in fiscal year 1998. Both Israel and Syria could expect to benefit from this program as they move toward expanded economic cooperation and economic revitalization of the region.

In addition to the direct and indirect influence the United States has on economic aspects of implementing a peace agreement, the United States also has the ability to influence the security of these countries through the Foreign Military Financing and the Foreign Military Sales
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Program. Israel and Egypt have benefited significantly from these programs and receive a collective total of $3.1 billion dollars annually from this assistance.\(^3\) Israel could expect an increase in Security Assistance Program support to reinforce their security concerns that would come from returning the Golan.

Syria would likely receive some assistance from the United States in this regard too. Specifically, this aid could include participation in the Individual Military Education and Training program and Foreign Military Sales assistance for de-mining the Golan. Substantial military assistance to Syria would, however, be tied to many other factors including its efforts in curbing the drug trade in southern Lebanon, elimination of all support of terrorist organizations in the region, and normalization of its relationship with Israel. Still, the peace agreement would be a substantial step toward bringing Syria into closer political and economic cooperation with the world community and would open the door for economic and military assistance from the United States.

**Recommendations for the Commitment of United States Forces to the Golan**

Once a peace agreement is finalized, the United States should be prepared to commit troops to the Golan, much as they did in the Sinai after the Camp David Accords, on a mission similar to that of the Multinational Force and Observers. United States commitment of American troops to the monitoring and implementation of the peace agreement lends credibility to the process and provides a degree of stability no other country can provide. Presidents Bush and Clinton have both backed this concept in terms of supporting the overall peace process between Syria and Israel. The peace keeping forces’ mission should include monitoring the phased
implementation of the agreement, verification of compliance on specific requirements, deterrence of aggression, early warning of military activity in violation of the agreement, and a viable defense capability to protect peace keeping forces committed to the Golan.

Once such option for this force would be an expanded role for the United Nations Disengagement Observer Force which is already in place in the Golan. This organization was formed at the end of the 1973 War and has a very successful track record of operations in the Golan. An expanded mission for United Nations Disengagement Observer Force would capitalize on its successes and offers an international component with an American contingent that would prove to be a more politically acceptable alternative to all parties than an American led multinational force. Given the gravity of the security concerns for Israel in relinquishing the Golan, and the dangers presented to a United States force in this area, a larger more robust combat force would be required initially to enhance force protection of the elements employed and assure a viable presence in the event of hostilities.

Committing United States forces to this volatile area posses special risks and concerns that must be addressed in the stationing of American forces there. Prior to committing United States forces to this operation, there should be a formal agreement between Syria and Israel specifying the military and political requirements for the return of the Golan. Syria should commit to denying safe haven to all terrorist organizations in both Syria and Lebanon, and work to eliminate drug trafficking in the Bekaa Valley that finances these operations. Israel should also pull forces out of southern Lebanon in conjunction with a Lebanese and Syrian effort to disarm the Hizballah militia stationed there and return the area to Lebanese control. While these
are stiff requirements for United States participation, the risks of not addressing them are not acceptable for American forces in a peace keeping operation.

Conclusions

The United States retains a strong interest in peace in the region and possesses the ability to influence the process. Peace with Israel and its neighbors is essential to enhancing regional stability and promoting a peaceful global environment conducive to free trade and regional stability. Within this context, promoting a lasting peace between Israel and Syria (and the expected peace between Israel and Lebanon that would follow) is an important interest to the United States. Such an agreement would go far in promoting a comprehensive peace in the Middle East and would end the conflict that has existed between Israel and its neighbors since the inception of Israel as a nation in 1948.

The talks are currently stalled over commitments previously made by the Rabin government on the return of the Golan heights. During these talks, the Syrian Ambassador Walid al-Moualem, with the American negotiating team present, understood the Rabin government to commit to the full withdrawal from the Golan Heights. Comprehensive security measures still need to be negotiated for both sides concerning the conditions of the withdrawal, but the Syrians believe the Netanyahu government has backed away from this previous agreement. In order for both sides to resume meaningful negotiations, the United States must facilitate returning to this point of departure, the return of Golan to Syria. It is the sole non-negotiable condition of the Syrians and is founded on United Nations Resolutions 242 and 338.
The United States should vigorously pursue the peace process along the model that was established by the Camp David Accords and with the idea that a committed effort by the President will be required to lead the process to closure. Once an agreement is reached, the United States should provide the political, economic, and military support necessary to ensure its success and longevity. Careful application of United States resources focused specifically on the normalization of relations and the mutual security of Israel and Syria will be critical to the long term success of such an agreement.

Finally, America’s sons and daughters, in both the Armed Forces and in civilian agencies, who will be committed to monitoring and implementing the terms of a peace agreement in this volatile area must not be put at unnecessary risk. The preconditions for their safety and success must be established prior to their commitment and closely monitored for changes in the environment that might jeopardize their safety. A long term end state that sets the conditions for the complete normalization of relations between Israel and Syria and removes United States forces from the region should be the goal of United States foreign policy on this issue.
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